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Practical Predictive Race Detection
JAKE ROEMER, The Ohio State University
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MICHAEL D. BOND, The Ohio State University
Widely used data race detectors, including the state-of-the-art FastTrack algorithm, incur performance costs
that are acceptable for regular in-house testing, but miss races detectable from the analyzed execution. Predic-
tive analyses detect more data races in an analyzed execution than FastTrack does, but at significantly higher
cost.
This paper presents SmartTrack, an algorithm that optimizes predictive race detection analyses, including
two analyses from prior work and a new analysis introduced in this paper. SmartTrack’s algorithm incor-
porates two main optimizations: epoch and ownership optimizations from prior work, applied to predictive
analysis for the first time; and novel conflicting critical section optimizations introduced by this paper. Our
evaluation shows that SmartTrack achieves performance competitive with FastTrack—a qualitative improve-
ment to the state of the art in data race detection.
1 INTRODUCTION
Data races put widely used parallel software at risk. Data races are errors that lead to crashes,
hangs, and data corruption [Boehm 2011; Burnim et al. 2011; Cao et al. 2016; Flanagan and Freund
2010a; Kasikci et al. 2012, 2015; Lu et al. 2008; Narayanasamy et al. 2007; Sen 2008] and incur sig-
nificant monetary and human costs [Leveson and Turner 1993; PCWorld 2012; U.S.–Canada Power
System Outage Task Force 2004; Zhivich and Cunningham 2009]. Shared-memory programs with
data races generally have weak or undefined semantics, as a consequence of permitting aggres-
sive compiler and hardware optimizations that assume data race freedom [Adve and Boehm 2010;
Boehm and Adve 2008; Manson et al. 2005].
Data races are hard to detect. They occur nondeterministically under specific thread interleav-
ings, program inputs, and execution environments, and can stay hidden even for extensively tested
programs [Godefroid and Nagappan 2008; Lu et al. 2008; U.S.–Canada Power System Outage Task
Force 2004; Zhou et al. 2007]. Developers can use dynamic program analysis during in-house test-
ing to detect data races, ideally finding races that can manifest in production settings. The pre-
vailing dynamic analysis that detects data races is happens-before (HB) analysis, which detects
conflicting accesses unordered by the HB relation [Lamport 1978]. FastTrack is an algorithm for
state-of-the-art, high-performance HB analysis [Flanagan and Freund 2009] that is implemented
by commercial detectors [Intel Corporation 2016; Serebryany and Iskhodzhanov 2009; Serebryany
et al. 2012]. While HB analysis is (like all dynamic analyses) limited to analyzing the observed exe-
cution, a weakness of HB analysis is that it misses some races that are knowable from the observed
execution.
Recently, researchers have developed predictive analyses that detect more races than HB analy-
sis [Chen et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2014; Huang and Rajagopalan 2016; Kini et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2016;
Luo et al. 2018; Pavlogiannis 2019; Roemer et al. 2018; Said et al. 2011; Şerbănuţă et al. 2013; Smarag-
dakis et al. 2012]. Recentwork introduces two partial-order-based analyses,weak-causally-precedes
(WCP) and doesn’t-commute (DC) analyses [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018], that compute a
partial order to find more races than HB analysis and scale to full program executions. However,
WCP and DC analyses are substantially slower than optimized HB analysis (roughly 27–50× vs.
8×, according to prior work [Flanagan and Freund 2009, 2017; Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018]
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and Section 5). Alternatively, SMT-based predictive analyses and other predictive approaches fail
to scale to full executions and are discussed in Section 6.
Why are WCP and DC analyses so much slower than HB analysis (especially the optimized
FastTrack algorithm [Flanagan and Freund 2009, 2017])? This work identifies and addresses three
main sources of poor performance for predictive analysis. First, unlike HB, the WCP and DC rela-
tions require detecting ordering between critical sections on the same lock, in order to add order-
ing between the critical sections’ release operations, leading to more complex analyses without
necessarily benefiting precision in practice. Second, existing WCP and DC analyses use vector
clocks [Mattern 1988] to represent variable last-access times [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018],
while FastTrack can in many cases use a single vector clock element (an epoch) to represent a last-
access time [Flanagan and Freund 2009, 2017; Wood et al. 2017]. Third, unlike HB analysis, WCP
and DC analyses must detect conflicting critical sections: critical sections on the same lock that
contain conflicting accesses (accesses to the same variable by different threads such that at least
one is a write). Detecting conflicting critical sections requires looking up last-access times for a
variable–lock pair at every access in a critical section, making it arguably the most challenging
source of poor performance, which no existing work has tried to address efficiently.
Contributions. This paper addresses the three main sources of poor predictive analysis perfor-
mance with the following three technical contributions. First, we identify that WCP and DC’s
ordering of critical section releases is overkill in practice, and consequently introduce the simpler
weak-doesn’t-commute (WDC) relation and analysis. Second, we apply epoch and ownership opti-
mizations, which are adapted from prior work optimizing HB analysis [Flanagan and Freund 2009,
2017; Wood et al. 2017], to predictive analysis. Applying these optimizations to predictive analy-
sis is straightforward, but this work is the first to do so. Furthermore, the epoch and ownership
optimizations help enable our third contribution: novel conflicting critical section (CCS) optimiza-
tions that specifically target predictive analysis. The CCS optimizations represent this work’s most
significant intellectual contribution. We realize the last two contributions in SmartTrack, a new al-
gorithm for optimized partial-order-based predictive analysis, including the existing WCP and DC
analyses and the new WDC analysis.
Evaluation on large Java programs shows that SmartTrack’s optimizations improve the per-
formance of predictive analyses substantially to perform competitively with the state-of-the-art
FastTrack analysis [Flanagan and Freund 2009, 2017]. This work shows that predictive analyses
detecting predictive races are practical during in-house testing and are a promising alternative to
HB analysis, making a case for predictive analysis to be the prevailing approach for detecting data
races.
2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION: LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING RACE
DETECTION ANALYSES
This section describes non-predictive and predictive analyses that detect data races and explains
their limitations. Some notation and terminology follow prior work’s [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer
et al. 2018].
2.1 Execution Traces and Other Preliminaries
An execution trace tr is a totally ordered list of events, denoted <tr , that represents a linearization
of events in a multithreaded execution.1 Each event consists of a thread identifier (e.g., T1 or T2)
and an operation with the formwr(x), rd(x), acq(m), or rel(m), where x is a variable andm is a lock.
1Data-race-free programs have sequential consistency (SC) semantics under the Java and C++ memory models [Boehm
and Adve 2008; Manson et al. 2005]. Although an execution of a program with a data race may generally have non-SC
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(a) An execution trace with a predictable race
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(b) A predicted trace of (a) exposing the race
Fig. 1. The execution in (a) has no HB-race (rd(x) ≺HB wr(x)), but it has a predictable race, as the predicted
trace in (b) demonstrates. The arrow indicates cross-thread HB ordering.
(Other synchronization events, such as Java volatile and C++ atomic accesses and thread fork/join,
are straightforward for our analysis implementations to handle; Section 5.1.) Throughout the paper,
we often denote events simply by their operation (e.g.,wr(x) or acq(m)) and use the helper function
thr(e) to get the event’s associated thread.
An execution trace must be well formed: a thread only acquires a lock that is not held and only
releases a lock it holds.
Figure 1(a) shows an example execution trace, in which (as for all example traces in the paper)
top-to-bottom ordering represents observed execution order (<tr ) and column placement repre-
sents the executing thread.
Definition (Program-order). Program-order (PO) is a strict partial order, denoted ≺PO, that orders
events executed by the same thread. For two events e and e′, e ≺PO e
′ if e <tr e
′ ∧ thr(e) = thr(e′).
Throughout the paper, ordering notation such as e ≺PO e
′, which omits which trace the ordering
applies to, generally refers to ordering in the observed execution trace tr (not some trace tr ′ predicted
from tr ; concept explained shortly).
2.2 Predicted Trace and Predictable Races
A trace tr ′ is a predicted trace of tr if tr ′ is a feasible execution derived from the existence of tr . In
a predicted trace tr ′, every event is also present in tr (but not every event in tr is present in tr ′ in
general), event order preserves tr’s PO ordering, every read in tr ′ has the same last writer (or lack
of a preceding writer) as in tr , and tr ′ is well formed (i.e., obeys locking rules).2
The execution in Figure 1(b) is a predicted trace of the execution in Figure 1(a): its events are a
subset of the observed trace’s events, it preserves the original trace’s PO and last-writer ordering,
and it is well formed.
An execution trace tr has a predictable race if some predicted trace of tr , tr ′, contains conflicting
events that are consecutive (no intervening event). Events e and e′ are conflicting, denoted e ≍ e′, if
one is a write event and the other is a read or write event to the same variable and thr(e) ≠ thr(e′).
Figure 1(a) has a predictable race (on accesses to x) as demonstrated by Figure 1(b).
semantics [Adve and Boehm 2010; Dolan et al. 2018], instrumentation added by dynamic race detection analysis typically
ensures SC for every execution.
2We have omitted a more formal definition of predicted trace because this paper’s primary focus is on improving the
performance of existing analyses. Prior work provides formal definitions of predicted trace [Huang et al. 2014; Kini et al.
2017; Roemer et al. 2018].
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2.3 Happens-Before Analysis
Happens-before (HB) analysis is a dynamic analysis that computes the HB relation over an execut-
ing program and detects HB-races. We first define the HB relation, a strict partial order that orders
events by PO and synchronization order:
Definition (Happens-before). Given a trace tr , ≺HB is the smallest relation that satisfies the fol-
lowing properties:
● Two events are ordered by HB if they are ordered by PO. That is, e ≺HB e
′ if e ≺PO e
′.
● Release and acquire events on the same lock are ordered by HB. That is, r ≺HB a if r and a
are release and acquire events on the same lock and r <tr a.
● HB is transitively closed. That is, e ≺HB e
′ if ∃e′′ ∣ e ≺HB e
′′ ∧ e′′ ≺HB e
′.
An execution trace has an HB-race if it has two conflicting events unordered by HB. An execution
with an HB-race indicates a predictable race because two conflicting events can coincide [Lamport
1978].
Classical HB analysis uses vector clocks [Mattern 1988] to record last-access times for variables.
FastTrack provides an optimized state-of-the-art HB analysis [Flanagan and Freund 2009], and re-
cent work provides additional improvements to FastTrack [Flanagan and Freund 2017; Wood et al.
2017], using a lightweight representation of read and write metadata. FastTrack’s optimizations
result in an average 3× speedup over vector-clock-basedHB analysis (Section 5.4). FastTrack’s opti-
mized HB analysis is widely used in data race detectors including Google’s ThreadSanitizer [Sere-
bryany and Iskhodzhanov 2009; Serebryany et al. 2012] and Intel Inspector [Intel Corporation
2016].
While HB analysis achieves performance acceptable for regular in-house testing—roughly 7–
8 × slowdown according to prior work [Flanagan and Freund 2009, 2017] and our evaluation—it
misses predictable races that are knowable from an analyzed execution trace. Consider Figure 1(a),
in which the observed execution has no HB-race but does have a predictable race on variable x.
It is knowable from the observed execution alone that the conflicting accesses rd(x) and wr(x) can
execute simultaneously in another execution. The predicted trace in Figure 1(b) shows one such
execution exposing the predictable race on x.
2.4 Predictive Analyses
A predictive analysis is a dynamic analysis that detects predictable races in an observed trace and
can detect predictable races that are not HB-races (defined this way, HB analysis is not a predictive
analysis). A predictive analysis is sound if every reported race is a (true) predictable race.3 Sound-
ness is an important property because each reported data race, whether true or false, takes hours
or days to investigate [Bessey et al. 2010; Bond et al. 2010; Flanagan and Freund 2009; Godefroid
and Nagappan 2008; Lu et al. 2008; Marino et al. 2009; Narayanasamy et al. 2007].
Some existing approaches detect predictable races by encoding the conditions for a predictable
race as SMT constraints [Chen et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2014; Huang and Rajagopalan 2016; Liu
et al. 2016; Said et al. 2011; Şerbănuţă et al. 2013]. These approaches cannot scale to full executions
and instead analyze bounded windows of execution, missing predictable races (Section 6).
In contrast, predictive analyses that compute partial orders can scale to full executions. Recent
work introduces two partial orders weaker than HB, weak-causally-precedes (WCP) and doesn’t-
commute (DC), and corresponding linear-time (in trace length) analyses [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer
3This definition of soundness follows the predictive race detection literature (e.g., [Huang et al. 2014; Kini et al. 2017;
Roemer et al. 2018; Smaragdakis et al. 2012]). In contrast, FastTrack and other non-predictive analysis papers use “sound”
to mean no missed races (e.g., [Flanagan and Freund 2009]).
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et al. 2018]. The paper’s presentation focuses on the DC relation and DC analysis, instead of the
WCP relation and WCP analysis, because (1) WCP analysis is similar to DC analysis in many
respects, and we find that WCP analysis is slow for the same reasons as DC analysis, and (2) our
optimizations to DC analysis apply directly to WCP analysis.
The DC relation is a strict partial order with the following definition:
Definition 1 (Doesn’t-commute). Given a trace tr , ≺DC is the smallest relation that satisfies the
following properties:
(a) If two critical sections on the same lock contain conflicting events, then the first critical section
is ordered by DC to the second event. That is, r1 ≺DC e2 if r1 and r2 are release events on the
same lock, r1 <tr r2, e1 ∈ CS(r1), e2 ∈ CS(r2), and e1 ≍ e2. (CS(r) returns the set of events in
the critical section ended by release event r .)
(b) Release events on the same lock are ordered byDC if their critical sections contain DC-ordered
events. Because of the next two rules, this rule can be expressed simply as: r1 ≺DC r2 if r1 and
r2 are release events on the same lock and a1 ≺DC r2 where a1 is the acquire event that starts
the critical section ended by r1.
(c) Two events are ordered by DC if they are ordered by PO. That is, e ≺DC e
′ if e ≺PO e
′.
(d) DC is transitively closed. That is, e ≺DC e
′ if ∃e′′ ∣ e ≺DC e
′′ ∧ e′′ ≺DC e
′.
WCP is a strict partial order that differs from DC in one way: it composes with HB instead of PO,
by replacing DC rules (c) and (d) with a rule that WCP left- and right-composes with HB [Kini
et al. 2017]. That is, e ≺WCP e
′ if ∃e′′ ∣ e ≺HB e
′′ ≺WCP e
′ ∨ e ≺WCP e
′′ ≺HB e
′.
An execution has a WCP-race or DC-race if it has two conflicting accesses unordered by ≺WCP
or ≺DC, respectively. The execution from Figure 1(a) has a WCP-race and a DC-race: WCP and DC
do not order the critical sections on lockm because the critical sections do not contain conflicting
accesses, resulting in rd(x)T1 /≺WCP wr(x)
T2 and rd(x)T1 /≺DC wr(x)
T2. Figure 2(a), on the other hand,
has a DC-race but no WCP-race (since WCP composes with HB).
WCP analysis and DC analysis compute WCP and DC for an execution and detect WCP- and
DC-races, respectively. WCP analysis is sound: every WCP-race indicates a predictable race [Kini
et al. 2017].4 DC, which is strictly weaker than WCP,5 is unsound: it may report a race when
no predictable race (or deadlock) exists. However, DC analysis reports few if any false races in
practice; and a vindication algorithm can rule out false races, providing soundness overall [Roemer
et al. 2018].
DC analysis details. Algorithm 1 shows the details of an algorithm for DC analysis based closely
on prior work’s algorithms for DC and WCP analyses [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018]. We
refer to this algorithm as unoptimized DC analysis to distinguish it from optimized algorithms
introduced in this paper.
The algorithm computes DC using vector clocks to represent logical time. A vector clock C ∶
Tid ↦ Val maps each thread to a nonnegative integer [Mattern 1988]. Operations on vector clocks
are pointwise comparison (⊑) and pointwise join (⊔):
C1 ⊑C2 ⇐⇒ ∀t .C1(t) ≤C2(t)
C1 ⊔C2 ≡ λt .max(C1(t),C2(t))
The algorithm maintains the following analysis state:
● a vector clockCt for each thread t that represents t ’s current time;
4Technically, an execution with a WCP-race has a predictable race or a predictable deadlock [Kini et al. 2017].
5WCP in turn is strictly weaker than prior work’s causally-precedes (CP) relation [Luo et al. 2018; Roemer and Bond 2016;
Smaragdakis et al. 2012] and thus predicts more races than CP.
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Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3
rd(x)
acq(m)
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acq(m)
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(a) An execution trace with a predictable race
Thread 1 Thread 3
acq(n)
rel(n)
rd(x)
wr(x)
(b) A predicted trace of (a) exposing the race
Fig. 2. The execution in (a) has a predictable race and a DC-race (rd(x)T1 /≺DC wr(x)T3), but no WCP-race
(rd(x)T1 ≺WCP wr(x)T3). Arrows show cross-thread ordering as labeled.
Algorithm 1 Unoptimized DC analysis
1: procedure Acqire(t ,m)
2: foreach t ′ ≠ t do Acqm,t ′(t).Enque(Ct ) ▷ DC rule (b) (rel–rel ordering)
3: procedure Release(t ,m)
4: foreach t ′ ≠ t do
5: while Acqm,t (t ′).Front() ⊑ Ct do
6: Acqm,t (t ′).Deque()
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
▷ DC rule (b) (rel–rel ordering)
7: Ct ← Ct ⊔ Relm,t (t ′).Deque()
8: foreach t ′ ≠ t do Relm,t ′(t).Enque(Ct )
9: foreach x ∈ Rm do Lrm,x ← Lrm,x ⊔Ct
10: foreach x ∈Wm do Lwm,x ← Lwm,x ⊔Ct
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
▷ DC rule (a) (conflicting critical sections)
11: Rm ←Wm ← ∅
12: Ct (t) ← Ct (t) + 1 ▷ DC rule (c) (PO ordering)
13: procedureWrite(t ,x)
14: foreachm ∈ HeldLocks(t) do
15: Ct ← Ct ⊔ (Lrm,x ⊔ Lwm,x)
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
▷ DC rule (a) (conflicting critical sections)
16: Wm ←Wm ∪ {x}
17: checkWx ⊑ Ct
18: check Rx ⊑ Ct
19: Wx (t) ← Ct (t)
20: procedure Read(t ,x)
21: foreachm ∈ HeldLocks(t) do
22: Ct ← Ct ⊔ Lwm,x
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
▷ DC rule (a) (conflicting critical sections)
23: Rm ← Rm ∪ {x}
24: checkWx ⊑ Ct
25: Rx (t) ← Ct (t)
● vector clocksRx andWx for each program variable x that represent times of reads and writes,
respectively, to x ;
● vector clocks Lrm,x and L
w
m,x that represent the times of critical sections on lockm containing
reads and writes, respectively, to x ;
● sets Rm andWm of variables read and written, respectively, by each lockm’s ongoing critical
section (if any); and
● queues of vector clocks Acqm,t (t
′) and Relm,t (t
′), explained below.
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Initially, every set and queue is empty, and every vector clock maps all threads to 0, except Ct (t)
is 1 for all t .
A significant and challenging source of performance costs is the logic for detecting conflicting
critical sections to provide DC rule (a), a cost not present in HB analysis. At each rel(m), the al-
gorithm updates Lrm,x and L
w
m,x based on the variables accessed in the latest critical section onm
(lines 9–10). At a read or write to x by t , the algorithm uses Lrm,x and L
w
m,x to joinCt with all prior
critical sections onm that performed conflicting accesses to x (lines 22 and 15).
At each write or read to x , the algorithm applies rule (a) as described above, checks for races,
and updates the logical time of the last write or read to x . The algorithm checks for DC-races by
checking for DC ordering with prior conflicting accesses to x ; a failed check indicates a DC-race
(lines 17, 18, and 24). The algorithm finally updates the logical time of the current thread’s last
write or read to x (lines 19 and 25).
To order events by DC rule (b), the algorithm uses Acqm,t (t
′) and Relm,t (t
′) to detect acquire–
release ordering between two critical sections and add release–release ordering. Each vector clock
in the queue Acqm,t(t
′) represents the time of an acq(m) by t ′ that has not been determined to
be DC ordered to the most recent release of m by t . Vector clocks in Relm,t(t
′) represent the
corresponding rel(m) times for clocks in Acqm,t(t
′). At rel(m) by t , the algorithm checks whether
the release is ordered to a prior acquire ofm by any thread t ′ (line 5). If so, the algorithm orders
the release corresponding to the prior acquire to the current rel(m) (line 7).
Since DC is unsound, a DC-race may not be a predictable race, although DC-races are generally
predictable races in practice [Roemer et al. 2018]. Pairing DC analysis with a vindication algorithm
enables checking whether a DC-race is a predictable race. (WCP is sound, so it does not need
or use vindication [Kini et al. 2017].) Prior work builds a constraint graph during DC analysis,
where nodes represent events and edges represent DC ordering between events, and later uses the
constraint graph to build a predicted trace that exposes the race [Roemer et al. 2018].
2.5 Performance Costs of Existing Predictive Analyses
The unoptimized algorithm for DC (andWCP) analyses incurs three main costs over the FastTrack
algorithm for HB analysis [Flanagan and Freund 2009, 2017; Wood et al. 2017]: computing DC
rule (b), using vector clocks to represent DC times, and computing DC rule (a). We present them
in this order to match the order in which we present our corresponding optimizations.
DC rule (b). Computing DC rule (b) requires complex queue operations (lines 2 and 4–8 in Algo-
rithm 1),6 at every synchronization operation. In this paper, we consider whether including rule (b)
in the definition of DC (or WCP) is worthwhile: does rule (b) eliminate false races in practice?
Vector clocks. The updates to write and read metadata and race checks (lines 17–19 and 24–
25 in Algorithm 1) are analogous to work performed by HB analysis. However, unlike FastTrack’s
optimized HB analysis, which uses epoch optimizations to achieve constant time and space in many
cases [Flanagan and Freund 2009], unoptimized DC analysis uses full vector clock operations for
race checks, which take O(T) time where T is the number of threads. Can we apply FastTrack’s
epoch optimizations to DC analysis?
DC rule (a). Tracking DC rule (a) requires O(T × L) time (lines 14–16 and 21–23) for each ac-
cess inside of critical sections on L locks, where T is the thread count; we find that many of our
evaluated real programs have a high proportion of accesses executing inside one or more critical
6WCP analysis provides the same property (WCP rule (b) [Kini et al. 2017]) at a somewhat lower cost because it canmaintain
per-lock queues for each thread, instead of each pair of threads, as a consequence of WCP composing with HB [Kini et al.
2017].
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Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3
acq(m)
sync(o)
rd(x)
rel(m)
sync(o)
sync(p)
acq(m)
sync(p)
rel(m)
wr(x)
Fig. 3. An execution with a WDC-race that is not a predictable race. Solid arrows indicate WDC (also DC)
ordering, and the dashed arrow indicates DC-only ordering. sync(o) represents the sequence acq(o); rd(oVar);
wr(oVar); rel(o).
sections (Table 2 on page 18). Furthermore, maintaining Lrm,x and L
w
m,x entails storing informa-
tion for lock–variable pairs, requiring indirect metadata lookups (e.g., an implementation can use
per-lock hash tables keyed by variables or per-variable hash tables keyed by locks). Note that ap-
plying FastTrack’s epoch optimizations to last-access metadata alone would not improve the cost
of computing rule (a), and Lrm,x and L
w
m,x cannot be represented using epochs.
The next two sections describe our optimizations for these three performance challenges. Section 3
addresses DC rule (b)’s costs, while Section 4 addresses the costs of vector clocks and DC rule (a).
3 WEAK-DOESN’T-COMMUTE ANALYSIS
This section introduces a new weak-doesn’t-commute (WDC) analysis that computes the WDC re-
lation, which is weaker than DC and capable of detecting all predictable races but may detect addi-
tional false races. WDC analysis is cheaper than DC analysis, and in practice, WDC analysis does
not detect many or any false races, which can be ruled out in any case with existing vindication
algorithms.
The WDC relation has the same definition as DC except that it omits DC rule (b) (Definition 1).7
Like DC, WDC is a strict partial order. An execution trace has aWDC-race if it has two conflicting
events that are unordered by WDC.
WDC analysis. WDC analysis computes WDC and detects WDC-races. Removing lines 2 and
4–8 from unoptimized DC analysis (Algorithm 1) yields unoptimized WDC analysis. The same
performance costs explained in Section 2.5 apply to unoptimized WDC analysis except for DC
rule (b)’s costs.
Although WDC analysis detects more false races than DC analysis, the vindication introduced
by prior work to check DC-races (Section 2.4) can be used without modification to verify if a
WDC-race is a predictable race, making the overall approach sound. This approach works because
vindication detects and adds constraints on critical sections and constructs a reordered trace with-
out ever relying on DC rule (b) to order releases of ordered critical sections [Roemer et al. 2018].
Examples. The DC-races in Figures 1 and 2 are also (by definition) WDC-races.
Figure 3 shows an execution with no predictable race but with a WDC-race on x. The execution
has no DC-race because acq(m)T1 ≺DC rel(m)
T3 implies rel(m)T1 ≺DC rel(m)
T3 by DC rule (b). In
contrast, rel(m)T1 /≺WDC rel(m)
T3. Thus rd(x)T1 /≺WDC wr(x)
T3.
7One could weaken WCP in the same way, but the resulting relation would be unsound, giving up on WCP’s soundness
property, whereas DC is already sound.
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The rest of the paper continues to focus on the DC relation and DC analysis, instead of theWDC
relation and WDC analysis, because (1) WDC analysis is a simpler variant of DC analysis, and we
find that WDC analysis is slow for the same reasons as DC analysis, and (2) our optimizations to
DC analysis apply directly to WDC analysis.
4 SMARTTRACK: OPTIMIZED PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS
This section introduces SmartTrack, a set of analysis optimizations applicable to predictive analy-
ses:
(1) Epoch and ownership optimizations, which are frompriorwork optimizing HB analysis [Flana-
gan and Freund 2009, 2017; Wood et al. 2017], applied to DC, WDC, and WCP analyses (Sec-
tion 4.1). To our knowledge, this paper is the first to apply these optimizations to predictive
analysis.
(2) A conflicting critical section (CCS) optimization that targets predictive analyses (Section 4.2).
This novel optimization represents the paper’s most significant intellectual contribution.
4.1 Epoch and Ownership Optimizations
In 2009, Flanagan and Freund introduced epoch optimizations to HB analysis, realized in the Fast-
Track algorithm [Flanagan and Freund 2009]. The core idea is that HB analysis only needs to track
the latest write to a variable x , and in some cases only needs to track the latest read to x . FastTrack
uses an epoch, c@t , to represent the latest write or read, where c is an integer clock value and t is
a thread ID. The idea is that if an access races with a prior write not represented by the last-write
epoch, then it must also race with the last write (similarly for reads in some cases).
It is straightforward to adapt FastTrack’s epoch optimizations for last-access metadata updates
to predictive analysis. We base the SmartTrack algorithm on a FastTrack variant called FastTrack-
Ownership (FTO) [Wood et al. 2017], which provides invariants that help make the overall Smart-
Track algorithm elegant and efficient. We explain FTO below, in the context of applying it to DC
analysis.
The first step in developing SmartTrack is to apply FTO to DC, WDC, and WCP analyses. Algo-
rithm 2 shows FTO-DC, which extends unoptimized DC analysis (Algorithm 1) by applying FTO’s
optimizations to maintain last read and write metadata (Rx andWx ) and check for DC-races. Mak-
ing similar changes to unoptimized WDC andWCP analysis is straightforward. (Removing lines 2
and 5–9 from Algorithm 2 yields FTO-WDC.)
As mentioned above, an epoch is a scalar c@t , where c is a non-negative integer, and the leading
bits represent t , a thread ID.  denotes an uninitialized epoch. For simplicity of exposition, for the
rest of the paper, we redefine vector clocks to map to epochs instead of integers: C ∶ Tid ↦ Epoch,
and redefineC1 ⊑ C2 andC1 ⊔C2 in terms of epochs. The notation e ⪯ C checks whether an epoch
e = c@t is ordered before a vector clockC , and evaluates to c ≤ c′ where c′@t = C(t).
FTO-DCmodifies the metadata used by unoptimized DC analysis (Algorithm 1) in the following
ways:
● Wx is an epoch representing the latest write to x .
● Rx is either an epoch or a vector clock representing the latest reads and write to x .
Initially, every Rx andWx is .
Additionally, although FTO-DC does not change the representation of Lrm,x and Rm compared
with unoptimized DC analysis, in FTO-DC they represent reads and writes, not just reads, within
a critical section onm.
Compared with unoptimized DC analysis, FTO-DC significantly changes the maintenance and
checking of Rx andWx , by using a set of increasingly complex cases, which we describe in turn.
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Algorithm 2 FTO-DC (FTO-based DC analysis)
1: procedure Acqire(t ,m)
2: foreach t ′ ≠ t do Acqm,t ′(t).Enque(Ct )
3: Ct (t) ← Ct (t) + 1 ▷ Supports same-epoch checks
4: procedure Release(t ,m)
5: foreach t ′ ≠ t do
6: while Acqm,t (t ′).Front() ⊑ Ct do
7: Acqm,t (t ′).Deque()
8: Ct ← Ct ⊔ Relm,t (t ′).Deque()
9: foreach t ′ ≠ t do Relm,t ′(t).Enque(Ct )
10: foreach x ∈ Rm do Lrm,x ← Lrm,x ⊔Ct
11: foreach x ∈Wm do Lwm,x ← Lwm,x ⊔Ct
12: Rm ←Wm ← ∅
13: Ct (t) ← Ct (t) + 1
14: procedureWrite(t , x)
15: ifWx = Ct (t) then return [Write Same Epoch]
16: foreachm ∈ HeldLocks(t) do
17: Ct ← Ct ⊔ (Lrm,x ⊔ Lwm,x)
18: Wm ←Wm ∪ {x}
19: Rm ← Rm ∪ {x}
20: if Rx = c@t then skip [Write Owned]
21: else if Rx = c@u then [Write Exclusive]
22: check Rx ⪯ Ct
23: else [Write Shared]
24: check Rx ⊑ Ct
25: Wx ← Rx ← Ct (t)
26: procedure Read(t , x)
27: if Rx = C(t) then return [Read Same Epoch]
28: if Rx (t) = Ct (t) then return [Shared Same Epoch]
29: foreachm ∈ HeldLocks(t) do
30: Ct ← Ct ⊔ Lwm,x
31: Rm ← Rm ∪ {x}
32: if Rx = c@t then [Read Owned]
33: Rx ← Ct (t)
34: else if Rx = c@u then
35: if Rx ⪯ Ct then [Read Exclusive]
36: Rx ← Ct (t)
37: else [Read Share]
38: checkWx ⪯ Ct
39: Rx ← {c@u,Ct(t)}
40: else if Rx (t) = c@t then [Read Shared Owned]
41: Rx (t) ← Ct (t)
42: else [Read Shared]
43: checkWx ⪯ Ct
44: Rx (t) ← Ct (t)
Same-epoch cases. At awrite (or read) to x by t , if t has alreadywritten (or read orwritten) x since
the last synchronization event, then the access is effectively redundant (it cannot introduce a race
or change last-access metadata). FTO-DC checks these cases by comparing the current thread’s
epoch with Rx orWx , shown in the [Read Same Epoch], [Shared Same Epoch], and [Write Same
Epoch] cases in Algorithm 2.
The same-epoch check works because a thread increments its logical clock Ct (t) at every syn-
chronization operation. Although tracking DC (or WDC or WCP or HB) requires incrementing
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Ct (t) only at release events, FTO-DC also increments Ct (t) at acquire events to support cheap
same-epoch checks (line 3). Except for line 3 in Algorithm 2, Acqire and Release are the same
as in unoptimized DC analysis (Algorithm 1).
If a same-epoch case does not apply, then FTO-DC adds ordering from prior conflicting critical
sections (lines 16–19 and 29–31), just as in unoptimized DC analysis before checking other FTO-
DC cases. Note that at writes, FTO-DC updates Rx as well asWx (line 25) and Rm as well asWm
(line 19) because Rx , Rm , and L
r
m,x represent the last reads and writes.
Owned cases. At a read or write to x by t , if Rx represents a prior access by t (i.e., Rx = c@t or
Rx (t) ≠ ), then the current access cannot race with any prior accesses. The [Read Owned], [Read
Shared Owned], and [Write Owned] cases skip race check(s) and proceed to update Rx and/orWx .
Exclusive cases. If an owned case does not apply and Rx is an epoch, FTO-DC compares the
current time with Rx . If the current access is a write, this comparison acts as a race check [Write
Exclusive]. If the current access is a read, then the comparison determines whether Rx can remain
an epoch or must become a vector clock. If Rx is DC ordered before the current access, then Rx
remains an epoch [Read Exclusive]. Otherwise, the algorithm checks for a write–read race by com-
paring the current access withWx and upgrades Rx to a vector clock representing both the current
read and prior read or write [Read Share].
Shared cases. Finally, if an owned case does not apply and Rx is a vector clock, a “shared” case
handles the access. Since Rx may not be DC ordered before the current access, [Read Shared]
checks for a race by comparing withWx , while [Write Shared] checks for a race by comparing
with Rx (comparing withWx is unnecessary sinceWx ⪯ Rx ).
FTO’s optimizations for last-access metadata are not applicable to optimizing DC analysis’s han-
dling of conflicting critical sections (DC rule (a)). Next, we introduce new optimizations for detect-
ing conflicting critical sections.
4.2 Optimizing Detecting Conflicting Critical Sections
While epoch and ownership optimizations improve the performance of predictive analyses, these
optimizations do nothing to alleviate detecting conflicting critical sections (CCSs) to compute DC
(or WDC or WCP) rule (a) (i.e., the second significant cost identified in Section 2.4) or rule (b).
Moreover, applying epoch optimizations directly to CCSs would not accurately track DC.
Our insight for efficiently detecting CCSs is that, in most cases, an algorithm can unify how it
maintains CCS metadata and last-access metadata for each variable x . SmartTrack detects CCSs
using new analysis state Lwx and L
r
x , which have a correspondence withWx and Rx at any given
time. Lwx represents critical sections containing the write represented byWx ; and L
r
x represents
critical sections containing the read or write represented by Rx if Rx is an epoch, or L
r
x represents
a vector of critical sections containing the reads and/or writes represented by Rx if Rx is a vector
clock. Representing CCSs in this manner leads to cheaper logic than prior algorithms for predictive
analysis in the common case.
The idea is that if an access within a critical section conflicts with a prior access in a critical
section on the same lock not represented by Lwx and L
r
x , then it must conflict with the last access
within a critical section, represented by Lwx and L
r
x , or else it races with the last access. Furthermore,
the algorithm exploits the synergy between CCS and last-access metadata, often avoiding a race
check after detecting CCSs.
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Algorithm 3 [continued on next page] SmartTrack-DC (SmartTrack-based DC analysis)
1: procedure Acqire(t ,m)
2: foreach t ′ ≠ t do Acqm,t ′(t).Enque(Ct (t))
3: let C = reference to new vector clock
4: C(t) ← ∞
5: Ht ← ⟨C,m⟩⊕Ht ▷ Prepend ⟨C,m⟩ to head of list
6: Ct (t) ← Ct (t) + 1
7: procedure Release(t ,m)
8: foreach t ′ ≠ t do
9: while Acqm,t (t ′).Front() ⪯ Ct do
10: Acqm,t (t ′).Deque()
11: Ct ← Ct ⊔ Relm,t (t ′).Deque()
12: foreach t ′ ≠ t do Relm,t ′(t).Enque(Ct )
13: let ⟨C, _⟩ = head(Ht ) ▷ head() returns first element
14: C ← Ct ▷ Update vector clock referenced by C
15: Ht ← rest(Ht ) ▷ rest() returns list without first element
16: Ct (t) ← Ct (t) + 1
17: procedureWrite(t , x)
18: ifWx = Ct (t) then return [Write Same Epoch]
19: if Erx ≠ ∅ then
20: foreachm ∈ HeldLocks(t) do
21: Ct ← Ct ⊔ (⊔u≠t Erx (u)(m))
22: foreach u ≠ t do Erx (u)(m) ← Ewx (u)(m) ← ∅
23: Erx (t) ← Ewx (t) ← ∅
24: if Rx = c@t then skip [Write Owned]
25: else if Rx = c@u then [Write Exclusive]
26: let E = MultiCheck(Lrx ,u,Rx)
27: if E ≠ ∅ then
28: Erx (u) ← E
29: Ewx (u) ← MultiCheck(Lwx ,u,)
30: else [Write Shared]
31: foreach u ≠ t do
32: let E = MultiCheck(Lrx (u),u,Rx(u))
33: if E ≠ ∅ then
34: Erx (u) ← E
35: Ewx (u) ← MultiCheck(Lwx (u),u,)
36: Lwx ← Lrx ← Ht
37: Wx ← Rx ← Ct (t)
Algorithm 3 shows SmartTrack-DC, which applies the SmartTrack algorithm to DC analysis.
SmartTrack-DCmodifies FTO-DC (Algorithm2) by integrating CCS optimizations. Applying Smart-
Track to WDC and WCP analyses is analogous and straightforward. The rest of this section de-
scribes how SmartTrack works in the context of SmartTrack-DC.
Analysis state. SmartTrack introduces a new data type: the critical section (CS) list, which repre-
sents the logical times for releases of active critical sections at some time c on thread t . A CS list
has the following form:
⟨⟨C1,m1⟩, . . . , ⟨Cn ,mn⟩⟩
where m1 . . .mn are locks held at time c@t , in innermost to outermost order; and C1 . . .Cn are
references to (equivalently, shallow copies of) vector clocks representing the release time of each
critical section at time c@t , in innermost to outermost order. CS lists store references to vector
clocks to enable deferred updating ofCi until the release ofmi occurs.
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Algorithm 3 [continued from last page] SmartTrack-DC (SmartTrack-based DC analysis)
1: procedure Read(t , x)
2: if Rx = Ct (t) then return [Read Same Epoch]
3: if Rx (t) = Ct (t) then return [Shared Same Epoch]
4: if Ewx ≠ ∅ then
5: foreachm ∈ HeldLocks(t) do
6: Ct ← Ct ⊔ (⊔u≠t Ewx (u)(m))
7: if Rx = c@t then [Read Owned]
8: Lrx ← Ht
9: Rx ← Ct (t)
10: else if Rx = c@u then
11: let c′@u = {C′(u) s.t. ⟨C′, _⟩ = tail(Lrx) if Lrx ≠ ⟨⟩
Rx otherwise
12: if c′@u ⪯ Ct then [Read Exclusive]
13: Lrx ← Ht
14: Rx ← Ct (t)
15: else [Read Share]
16: MultiCheck(Lwx , tid(Wx ),Wx )
17: Lrx ← {Lrx ,Ht }
18: Rx ← {c@u,Ct(t)}
19: else if Rx (t) = c@t then [Read Shared Owned]
20: Lrx(t) ← Ht
21: Rx (t) ← Ct (t)
22: else [Read Shared]
23: MultiCheck(Lwx , tid(Wx ),Wx )
24: Lrx(t) ← Ht
25: Rx (t) ← Ct (t)
26: procedureMultiCheck(L, u , a)
27: let E = ∅ ▷ Empty map
28: foreach ⟨C,m⟩ in L in tail-to-head order do
29: if C(u) ⪯ Ct then return E
30: if m ∈ heldby(t) then
31: Ct ← Ct ⊔C
32: return E
33: E(m) ← C
34: check a ⪯ Ct
35: return E
SmartTrack-DC maintains analysis state similar to Algorithm 2 with the following changes and
additions:
● Ht for each thread t , which is a current CS list for t ;
● Lwx for each variable x (replaces FTO-DC’s L
w
m,x ), which is a CS list for the last write access
to x ;
● Lrx (replaces FTO-DC’s L
r
m,x ) has a form dependent on Rx :
– Lrx is a CS list for the last read or write to x if Rx is an epoch;
– Lrx is a thread-indexed vector of CS lists (Tid ↦ CS list) if Rx is a vector clock, with L
r
x(t)
representing the CS list for the last read or write to x by t ;
● Ewx and E
r
x (“extra” metadata) for each variable x , which are vectors of maps from locks to
references to vector clocks (Tid ↦ Lock ↦ VC) that represent critical sections containing
accesses to x that are not necessarily captured by Lwx and L
r
x , respectively.
In addition to the above changes to integrate CCS optimizations, SmartTrack-DC makes the fol-
lowing change to FTO-DC as a small optimization:
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Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3
acq(p)
acq(m)
acq(n)
wr(x)
rel(n)
rel(m)
acq(m)
rd(x)
rel(p) rel(m)
sync(o)
sync(o)
acq(p)
wr(x)
rel(p)
(a) An execution used by
the text to illustrate how
SmartTrack-DC works
Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3
acq(m)
rd(x)
sync(o)
sync(o)
rd(x)
sync(p)
rel(m)
sync(p)
acq(m)
wr(x)
. . .
rel(m)
(b) An execution motivating
the need for [Read Share]
when FTO-DC would take
[Read Exclusive]
Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3
acq(m)
wr(x)
sync(o)
sync(o)
wr(x)
sync(p)
rel(m)
sync(p)
acq(m)
rd(x)
. . .
rel(m)
(c) An execution moti-
vating the need for “ex-
tra” metadata Ewx and
Erx
Thread 1 Thread 2 Thread 3
acq(m)
rd(x)
sync(o)
sync(o)
wr(x)
sync(p)
rel(m)
sync(p)
acq(m)
wr(x)
. . .
rel(m)
(d) Another execution
motivating the need for
Ewx and E
r
x
Fig. 4. Example executions used by the text to illustrate how SmartTrack-DC works. All arrows show DC
ordering. sync(o) represents the sequence acq(o); rd(oVar); wr(oVar); rel(o).
● Acqm,t (t
′) is now a queue of epochs.
Initially all CS lists are empty; Ewx and E
r
x are empty maps.
Maintaining CS lists. SmartTrack-DC uses the same cases as FTO-DC (e.g., [Read Same Epoch]
and [Write Owned]). At each read or write to x , SmartTrack-DC maintains CCS metadata in Lwx
and Lrx that corresponds to last-access metadata inWx and Rx . At the access, the algorithm updates
Lrx and/or L
w
x to represent the current thread’s active critical sections.
SmartTrack-DC obtains the CS list representing the current thread’s active critical sections from
Ht , which the algorithm maintains at each acquire and release event. At an acquire, the algorithm
prepends a new entry ⟨C,m⟩ to Ht representing the new innermost critical section (lines 3–5). C
is a reference to (i.e., shallow copy of) a newly allocated vector clock that represents the critical
section’s release time, which is not yet known and will be updated at the release. In the meantime,
another threadu may query whether t ’s release ofm is DC ordered beforeu’s current time (line 29;
explained later). To ensure that this query returns false before t ’s release ofm, the algorithm ini-
tializesC(t) to∞ (line 4). When the release ofm happens, the algorithm removes the first element
⟨C,m⟩ of Ht , representing the critical section onm, and updates the vector clock referenced by C
with the release time (lines 13–15).
Checking for CCSs and races. At a read orwrite thatmay conflictwith prior access(es), SmartTrack-
DC combines the CCS check with the race check. To perform this combined check, the algorithm
calls the helper function MultiCheck.MultiCheck traverses a CS list in reverse (outermost-to-
innermost) order, looking for a prior critical section that is ordered to the current access or that
conflicts with one of the current access’s held locks (lines 28–33). If a critical section matches, it
subsumes checking for inner critical sections or a DC-race, so MultiCheck returns. If no critical
section matches,MultiCheck performs the race check (line 34).
Figure 4(a) shows an example execution with arrows representing DC ordering. At Thread 1’s
wr(x), SmartTrack-DC sets Lwx to ⟨⟨Cn ,n⟩, ⟨Cm ,m⟩, ⟨Cp ,p⟩⟩, where C∗ are references to vector
clocks such that C∗(t1) = ∞ (t1 represents Thread 1). At Thread 1’s rel(n) and rel(m), the algo-
rithm sets Cn andCm , respectively, to the current time.
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At Thread 2’s rd(x), SmartTrack-DC takes the [Read Share] case because MultiCheck detects
that Cp (rel(p)’s future time) is not DC ordered before the current time. (Later, in the context of
Figure 4(b), we motivate why SmartTrack-DCmust take the [Read Share] case here although FTO-
DC would take the [Read Exclusive] case.) The [Read Share] case calls MultiCheck, which first
compares Cp to the current time and then checks if Thread 2 holds p, which both correctly fail
because Thread 1 has not released p yet. MultiCheck then compares Cm , the next lock in tail-
to-head order, to the current time, which fails since Thread 1’s rel(m) is not (yet) DC ordered to
the current time. MultiCheck then checks if m is held, which succeeds, so the algorithm adds
DC ordering from rel(m) to rd(x), andMultiCheck returns. Finally, the [Read Share] case sets Lrx
to a vector representing the prior and current critical sections containing x , and Rx to a vector
representing the prior and current accesses to x .
At Thread 3’s wr(x), SmartTrack-DC takes the [Write Shared] case. The algorithm first calls
MultiCheck to check ordering with Thread 1’s access; MultiCheck detects no ordering from
Cp (rel(p)’s time) to the current time, but detects the conflicting critical sections on p, so it adds
ordering from rel(p) to the current access. Next, the algorithm callsMultiCheck to check ordering
with Thread 2’s access, which succeeds immediately after detecting ordering fromThread 2’s rel(m)
to the current access (due to the sync(o) events). Finally, the algorithm sets Lrx and L
w
x each to a
CS list representing Thread 3’s active critical section on p, and Rx andWx to Thread 3’s current
epoch.
SmartTrack’s [Read Share] behavior. SmartTrack’s CCS optimizations couple the representations
of critical section and last-access metadata. As a result of this coupling, SmartTrack-DC takes the
[Read Share] case in some situations when FTO-DC would take the [Read Exclusive] case. As men-
tioned above, for the execution in Figure 4(a), SmartTrack-DC takes [Read Share] at Thread 2’s
rd(x), although FTO would take [Read Exclusive]. SmartTrack-DC takes the [Read Share] case be-
cause Thread 2’s rd(x) is not ordered after all of the last access’s critical sections; taking the [Read
Exclusive] case would lose information about Thread 1’s critical section on rel(p) containing x .
Figure 4(b) shows an execution that motivates why this behavior is necessary. If SmartTrack-
DC were to take the [Read Exclusive] case at Thread 2’s rd(x), then the algorithm would lose
information about Thread 1’s rd(x) being inside of the critical section onm. As a result, SmartTrack-
DC would miss adding ordering from Thread 1’s rel(m) to Thread 3’s wr(x) (dotted edge), leading
to unsound tracking of DC and potentially reporting races that are not DC-races. SmartTrack-DC
thus takes [Read Share] in situations like Thread 2’s rd(x) when the prior access’s critical sections
(represented by the CS list Lrx ) are not all ordered before the current access.
Using “extra” metadata. Owing in part to its [Read Share] behavior, SmartTrack-DC does not
lose any needed CCS information at reads. Essentially, the algorithm only overwrites a CS list in
Lrx for a thread t because of a new access to x by t , which naturally subsumes critical sections of
the prior access to x by t .
However, SmartTrack-DC can lose needed CCS information at writes to x , by overwriting in-
formation about critical sections in Lrx and L
w
x that are not ordered before the current write.
Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show two executions in which this situation occurs. In each execution, at
Thread 2’s wr(x), SmartTrack-DC updates Lrx and L
w
x to ⟨⟩ (representing the access’s lack of active
critical sections)—which loses information about Thread 1’s critical section on m containing an
access to x . As a result, in each execution, when Thread 3 accesses x , SmartTrack-DC cannot use
Lrx or L
w
x to detect the ordering from Thread 1’s rel(m) to the current access.
To ensure sound tracking of DC, SmartTrack-DC uses the “extra” metadata Erx and E
w
x to track
CCS information lost from Lrx and L
w
x at writes to x . E
r
x(t)(m) and E
w
x (t)(m) each represent the
release time of a critical section on m by t containing a read or write (Erx ) or write (E
w
x ) to x .
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MultiCheck computes a “residual” map E of critical sections that are not ordered to the current
access (line 33), which SmartTrack-DC assigns to Erx or E
w
x . At a write or read not handled by
a same-epoch case, if Erx or E
w
x , respectively, is non-empty, the analysis adds ordering for CCSs
represented in Erx (lines 19–23) or E
w
x (lines 4–6), respectively.
In essence, SmartTrack-DC uses per-variable CCS metadata (Lrx and L
w
x ) that mimics last-access
metadata (Rx andWx ) when feasible, and otherwise falls back to CCS metadata (E
r
x and E
w
x ) anal-
ogous to non-SmartTrack algorithms (i.e., Lrm,x and L
w
m,x in Algorithms 1 and 2). SmartTrack’s
performance improvement over FTO relies on Erx and E
w
x being empty in most cases.
Optimizing Acqm,t (t
′). A final optimization that we include as part of SmartTrack-DC is to
change Acqm,t(t
′) from a vector clock (used in FTO-DC) to an epoch. This optimization to how
DC rule (b) is computed is correct because an epoch is sufficient for checking if ordering has been
established from an acq(m) on t ′ to a rel(m) on t , since SmartTrack-DC increments Ct (t) after
every acquire operation.
Note that SmartTrack is directly applicable toWDC andWCP analyses. Removing lines 2 and 8–12
from Algorithm 3 yields SmartTrack-WDC.
4.3 Performance Cost of Soundness for DC Analysis
A final significant cost of DC analysis is supporting a vindication algorithm that checks whether a
DC-race is a predictable race. Building a constraint graph during DC analysis, even with optimiza-
tions such as event node merging, can add significant time and space overhead.
Instead of constructing an event graph, an implementation of DC analysis can either (1) report
all DC-races, which are almost always predictable races in practice, or (2) use multithreaded deter-
ministic replay techniques to replay a recorded execution that detected a (previously unknown)
DC-race, using DC analysis that constructs an event graph during the replayed execution. Recent
record & replay approaches add very low (3%) run-time overhead to record an execution [Liu et al.
2018; Mashtizadeh et al. 2017]. Replay failure caused by undetected races [Lee et al. 2010] is a
non-issue since DC analysis detects all races.
5 EVALUATION
This section evaluates the effectiveness of our predictive analysis optimizations.
5.1 Implementation
Table 1 presents the evaluated analysis implementations, categorized by analysis type (row head-
ings) and optimization level (columnheadings). Each cell in the table (e.g., FTO-WDC) is an analysis
that represents the application of an algorithm (FTO) to an analysis type (WDC analysis).
For the unoptimized analyses (Unopt columns), we used the publicly available Vindicator im-
plementation,8 which implements vector-clock-based HB, WCP, and DC analyses, and the Vindi-
cateRace algorithm for checking DC-races [Roemer et al. 2018]. The Unopt w/G analyses build an
event graph used by VindicateRace to check detected races, while the Unopt (w/o G) analyses do
not build an event graph.We extended Unopt-DC to implement Unopt-WDC. Vindicator is built on
RoadRunner,9 a dynamic analysis framework for concurrent Java programs [Flanagan and Freund
2010b]. We implemented our optimized analyses (+ Ownership and + CS optimizations) based on
RoadRunner’s default FastTrack2 analysis [Flanagan and Freund 2017].
8https://github.com/PLaSSticity/Vindicator
9https://github.com/stephenfreund/RoadRunner/releases/tag/v0.5
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Unopt w/G Unopt (w/oG) Epochs + Ownership + CS optimizations
HB N/A Unopt-HB FT2 FTO-HB N/A
[F&F 2017] [Wood et al. 2017]
WCP N/A Unopt-WCP — FTO-WCP SmartTrack-WCP
[Kini et al. 2017]
DC Unopt-DC w/G Unopt-DC — FTO-DC SmartTrack-DC
[Roemer et al. 2018] (Algorithm 1) (Algorithm 2) (Algorithm 3)
WDC Unopt-WDC w/G Unopt-WDC — FTO-WDC SmartTrack-WDC
Table 1. Evaluated analyses. Optimizations increase from le to right, and relations weaken from top to
boom. The unabbreviated reference for FT2 is [Flanagan and Freund 2017].
Handling events. In addition to handling read, write, acquire, and release events as described so
far, every analysis supports additional synchronization primitives. Each analysis establishes order
on thread fork and join; between conflicting volatile variable accesses; and from “class initialized”
to “class accessed” events. Each analysis treats wait() as a release followed by an acquire.
Every analysis maintains last-access metadata at the granularity of Java memory accesses, i.e.,
each object field, static field, and array element has its own last-access metadata.
Same-epoch cases. The Unopt-∗ analysis implementations perform a [Shared Same Epoch]-like
check at reads and writes (not shown in Algorithm 1). For correctness, the unoptimized predic-
tive analysis implementations (Unopt-{WCP, DC, WDC}) increment Ct (t) at acquires as well as
releases, just as for the optimized predictive analyses.
Handling races. In theory, the analyses handle executions up to the first race. In practice, our
analysis implementations continue analyzing executions after the first race. At a race, an analysis
reports the race with the static program location that detected the race. If an analysis detects
multiple races at an access (e.g., a write races with multiple last readers), we count it as a single
race. After the analysis detects a race, it continues normally.
Analysis metadata. Each analysis processes events correctly in parallel by using fine-grained
synchronization on analysis metadata. An analysis can forgo synchronization for an access if a
same-epoch check succeeds. To synchronize this lock-free check correctly, the read and write
epochs in all analyses are volatile variables.
5.2 Methodology
Our evaluation uses the DaCapo benchmarks, version 9.12-bach, which are real programs har-
nessed as benchmarks [Blackburn et al. 2006]. RoadRunner bundles a version of the DaCapo bench-
marks, modified to work with RoadRunner, that executes workloads similar to the default work-
loads. RoadRunner does not currently support eclipse, tradebeans, or tradesoap; our evaluation
excludes those programs, as well as fop since it is single threaded.
The experiments run on a quiet systemwith an Intel Xeon E5-2683 14-core processorwith hyper-
threading disabled and 256 GB of main memory running Linux 3.10.0. We configure RoadRunner
to tell programs that there are 8 available cores, which causes a few DaCapo programs to create 8
or 16 worker threads. We run RoadRunner with the HotSpot 1.8.0 JVM and let it choose and adjust
the heap size on the fly.
Each reported performance result, race count, or frequency statistic for an evaluated program is
the arithmetic mean of 10 trials. We measure execution time as wall-clock time within the bench-
marked harness of the evaluated program, and memory usage as the maximum resident set size
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Events Locks held at NSEAs
Program #Thr All NSEAs ≥ 1 ≥ 2 ≥ 3
avrora 7 (7) 1,400M 140M 5.89% <0.1% —
batik 7 (2) 160M 5.8M 46.1% <0.1% <0.1%
h2 10 (9) 3,800M 300M 82.8% 80.1% 0.170%
jython 2 (2) 730M 170M 3.82% 0.230% <0.1%
luindex 3 (3) 400M 41M 25.8% 25.4% 25.3%
lusearch 10 (10) 1,400M 140M 3.79% 0.390% <0.1%
pmd 9 (9) 200M 7.9M 1.13% — —
sunflow 17 (16) 9,700M 3.5M 0.780% <0.1% —
tomcat 37 (37) 49M 11M 14.0% 8.45% 3.95%
xalan 9 (9) 630M 240M 99.9% 99.7% 1.27%
Table 2. Run-time characteristics of the evaluated programs. “NSEAs” are non-same-epoch accesses.
during execution according to the GNU time program.Wemeasure time, memory, and raceswithin
the same runs, and frequency statistics in separate runs that enable collecting statistics.
Appendix A extends the main paper’s results with 95% confidence intervals, and Appendix B
reports frequency statistics for SmartTrack algorithm cases.
5.3 Run-Time Characteristics
Table 2 shows run-time characteristics relevant to the analyses. The #Thr column shows the total
number of threads created and, in parentheses, the maximum number of active threads at any time.
Events are the total executed program events (All) and non-same-epoch accesses (NSEAs).
The Locks held at NSEAs columns report percentages of non-same-epoch accesses holding at
least one, two, or three locks, respectively. These counts are important because non-SmartTrack
predictive analyses perform substantial work per held lock at non-same-epoch accesses. Notably,
h2, luindex, and xalan have the highest average locks held per access. Unsurprisingly, these pro-
grams have the highest FTO-based predictive analysis overhead and benefit the most from Smart-
Track’s optimizations (Section 5.5).
5.4 Comparing Baselines
Table 3 shows results that help determine whether we are using valid baselines compared with
prior work. The left side of the table reports run times, with slowdown factors relative to uninstru-
mented execution (execution without any analysis instrumentation), and the right side reports
memory usage, with usage factors relative to uninstrumented execution.
FastTrack comparison. The HB columns report the performance of two variants of the FastTrack
algorithm. FT2 is our implementation of the FastTrack2 algorithm [Flanagan and Freund 2017],
based closely on RoadRunner’s implementation of FastTrack2, which is the default FastTrack tool
in RaodRunner. The main difference between FT2 and RoadRunner’s FastTrack2 is in their han-
dling of detected races. RoadRunner’s FastTrack2 does not update last-access metadata at read
events that detect a race (for unknown reasons); it does not perform analysis on future accesses to
a variable after it detects a race on the variable; and it limits the number of races it counts for by
class field and array type. In contrast, our FT2 updates last-access metadata after every event even
if it detects a race; it does not stop performing analysis on any events; and it counts every race.
FTO is our implementation of FTO-HB analysis, implemented in the same RoadRunner tool
as FT2. Overall FTO-HB performs quite similarly to FT2. The rest of the paper’s results compare
against FTO-HB as the representative from the FastTrack family of HB analyses.
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HB Unopt-DC Unopt-WDC
Program FT2 FTO w/ G w/o G w/ G w/o G
avrora 4.2× 4.2× 26× 22× 23× 20×
batik 4.1× 4.1× 12× 11× 12× 10×
h2 8.8× 8.8× 77× 77× 77× 73×
jython 8.7× 8.5× 31× 26× 28× 23×
luindex 7.3× 7.4× 44× 40× 44× 39×
lusearch 12× 12× 33× 32× 32× 30×
pmd 5.7× 5.8× 15× 14× 15× 14×
sunflow 22× 21× 100× 88× 110× 88×
tomcat 4.4× 4.3× 14× 14× 9.4× 12×
xalan 4.7× 4.6× 58× 44× 51× 40×
geomean 7.1× 7.0× 32× 29× 30× 27×
Run time
HB Unopt-DC Unopt-WDC
FT2 FTO w/ G w/o G w/ G w/o G
4.5× 4.6× 72× 41× 72× 37×
5.5× 5.5× 46× 44× 44× 41×
3.1× 3.1× 57× 55× 57× 53×
6.8× 6.3× 31× 18× 24× 16×
4.9× 4.9× 65× 51× 65× 50×
8.8× 8.1× 13× 12× 13× 12×
2.5× 2.7× 13× 11× 13× 11×
8.2× 8.2× 26× 24× 26× 24×
2.7× 2.7× 24× 27× 22× 27×
6.7× 6.7× 61× 48× 57× 48×
4.9× 4.9× 34× 29× 33× 28×
Memory usage
Table 3. Run-time and memory performance for FastTrack-based HB analyses and for unoptimized DC and
WDC analyses, relative to uninstrumented execution.
Unoptimized analyses. Table 3’s Unopt-∗ columns compare the performance of unoptimized DC
and WDC analyses, with and without support for vindication. To support verifying that DC-races
(or WDC-races) are (true) predictable races, DC (WDC) analysis can build a constraint graph G
during the analysis. Unopt-DC w/G represents the cost incurred by prior work to detect DC-races
and be able to check them after execution. It also represents the cost that would be incurred by a
replayed execution that builds G in order to verify DC-races detected by a recorded run that used
SmartTrack-DC analysis or some other DC analysis that does not build G (Section 4.3). Likewise,
Unopt-WDC w/G shows the cost of a replayed execution checking WDC-races.
Unopt-DC w/o G represents the cost incurred by prior work to detect DC-races without being
able to check them, which is still useful because few if any DC-races are false positives in practice,
and a second replayed run can optionally check DC-races. Likewise, Unopt-WDC w/oG shows the
cost of detecting WDC-races without being able to check them. The rest of the results compare
our optimized analyses against unoptimized analyses that do not build a constraint graph (Unopt-∗
w/o G).
The results show that the costs of unoptimized predictive analyses are high, whether or not they
build a constraint graph, compared with existing optimized non-predictive (HB) analyses. The rest
of the results evaluate whether our optimizations help to bridge this performance gap.
5.5 Run-Time and Memory Performance
This section evaluates the performance of our optimized analyses, compared with competing ap-
proaches from prior work. Tables 4, 5, and 6 show the paper’s main results: run time and memory
usage (relative to uninstrumented execution) of 11 analyses from Table 1. For example, a cell in
column ST- and row DC shows the performance of SmartTrack-DC analysis. Table 4 reports the
geometric mean across all programs, and Tables 5 and 6 show separate results for each program.
The main takeaway is that SmartTrack’s optimizations are effective at improving the perfor-
mance of all three predictive analyses substantially, achieving performance (notably run-time
overhead) close to state-of-the-art HB analysis. On average across the programs, the FTO opti-
mizations applied to predictive analyses result in a 1.9–3.0× speedup over unoptimized analyses
(Unopt-∗), although the FTO-based predictive analyses are still about twice as slow as FTO-HB on
average. SmartTrack (which adds CCS optimizations to FTO) provides a 1.5–1.6× average speedup
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Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 21× 7.0× N/A
WCP 34× 14× 9.4×
DC 29× 15× 9.6×
WDC 27× 13× 8.3×
Run time
Unopt- FTO- ST-
22× 4.9× N/A
41× 13× 11×
29× 13× 11×
28× 11× 9.5×
Memory usage
Table 4. Geometric mean of run time and memory usage across the evaluated programs.
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 18× 4.2× N/A
WCP 24× 8.5× 6.5×
DC 22× 9.0× 7.0×
WDC 20× 6.7× 5.0×
avrora
Unopt- FTO- ST-
8.1× 4.1× N/A
13× 7.0× 4.7×
11× 7.1× 4.7×
10× 7.1× 4.7×
batik
Unopt- FTO- ST-
32× 8.8× N/A
79× 60× 12×
77× 60× 11×
73× 57× 11×
h2
Unopt- FTO- ST-
23× 8.5× N/A
33× 11× 12×
26× 11× 12×
23× 8.7× 9.4×
jython
Unopt- FTO- ST-
28× 7.4× N/A
47× 24× 8.8×
40× 23× 8.6×
39× 23× 8.4×
luindex
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 30× 12× N/A
WCP 40× 15× 14×
DC 32× 16× 15×
WDC 30× 14× 13×
lusearch
Unopt- FTO- ST-
13× 5.8× N/A
16× 6.0× 6.9×
14× 6.0× 7.0×
14× 5.9× 6.8×
pmd
Unopt- FTO- ST-
89× 21× N/A
110× 23× 24×
88× 22× 24×
88× 23× 25×
sunflow
Unopt- FTO- ST-
11× 4.3× N/A
15× 6.4× 7.4×
14× 7.8× 8.1×
12× 4.7× 5.9×
tomcat
Unopt- FTO- ST-
16× 4.6× N/A
48× 29× 8.2×
44× 29× 8.7×
40× 27× 5.9×
xalan
Table 5. Run time, relative to uninstrumented execution, of various analyses for each evaluated program.
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 32× 4.6× N/A
WCP 99× 13× 9.1×
DC 41× 13× 8.4×
WDC 37× 9.7× 5.9×
avrora
Unopt- FTO- ST-
30× 5.5× N/A
50× 14× 11×
44× 14× 11×
41× 14× 11×
batik
Unopt- FTO- ST-
17× 3.1× N/A
63× 42× 7.9×
55× 41× 7.9×
53× 40× 7.3×
h2
Unopt- FTO- ST-
22× 6.3× N/A
20× 12× 15×
18× 13× 15×
16× 9.0× 12×
jython
Unopt- FTO- ST-
34× 4.9× N/A
71× 24× 9.0×
51× 24× 9.8×
50× 24× 8.1×
luindex
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 11× 8.1× N/A
WCP 16× 9.4× 9.4×
DC 12× 9.4× 10×
WDC 12× 9.4× 9.4×
lusearch
Unopt- FTO- ST-
11× 2.7× N/A
17× 2.9× 4.9×
11× 2.9× 5.1×
11× 2.7× 4.9×
pmd
Unopt- FTO- ST-
23× 8.2× N/A
54× 9.0× 38×
24× 9.0× 38×
24× 9.0× 38×
sunflow
Unopt- FTO- ST-
27× 2.7× N/A
35× 6.1× 7.8×
27× 8.2× 9.2×
27× 3.9× 5.5×
tomcat
Unopt- FTO- ST-
22× 6.7× N/A
57× 31× 18×
48× 30× 18×
48× 28× 13×
xalan
Table 6. Memory usage, relative to uninstrumented execution, of various analyses for each evaluated pro-
gram.
over FTO-∗ analyses, showing that CCS optimizations eliminate most of the remaining costs FTO-
based predictive analyses incur compared with FTO-HB. FTO-WCP (which tracks CCSs and the
HB relation) incurs a 2× slowdown compared with FTO-HB, showing the relative cost of comput-
ing CCS. Overall, SmartTrack optimizations yield 3.0–3.6 × average speedups over unoptimized
analyses, closing the performance gap compared with FTO-HB. Both FTO and CCS optimizations
contribute proportionate improvements to achieve predictive analysis performance close to the
performance of state-of-the-art HB analysis.
HB analysis generally outperforms predictive analyses at each optimization level because it is
the most straightforward analysis, eschewing the cost of computing CCSs by simply ordering all
critical sections. Unopt-WCP performs worse than Unopt-DC due to the additional cost of comput-
ing HB (needed to compute WCP). FTO-WCP and SmartTrack-WCP reduce this analysis cost sig-
nificantly. At the same time, DC rule (b) is somewhat more complex to compute thanWCP rule (b)
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Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 6 (425,515) 6 (407,783) N/A
WCP 6 (423,457) 6 (404,826) 6 (406,667)
DC 6 (443,207) 6 (404,260) 6 (407,104)
WDC 6 (441,420) 6 (406,348) 6 (408,677)
avrora
Unopt- FTO- ST-
13 (83,739) 13 (51,472) N/A
13 (83,926) 13 (79,543) 13 (68,714)
13 (84,442) 13 (79,966) 13 (71,201)
13 (84,153) 13 (79,934) 13 (56,735)
h2
Unopt- FTO- ST-
21 (22) 24 (26) N/A
22 (25) 19 (19) 23 (24)
31 (35) 27 (29) 29 (32)
31 (35) 28 (30) 29 (32)
jython
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 1 (1) 1 (1) N/A
WCP 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1)
DC 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1)
WDC 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1)
luindex
Unopt- FTO- ST-
6 (203) 18 (1,612) N/A
6 (147) 18 (1,552) 18 (1,679)
10 (1,391) 18 (3,095) 18 (3,173)
10 (1,376) 18 (2,982) 18 (3,085)
pmd
Unopt- FTO- ST-
6 (32) 6 (28) N/A
18 (153) 18 (112) 19 (136)
19 (417) 19 (225) 19 (236)
19 (345) 19 (231) 19 (234)
sunflow
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 585 (2,043,203) 597 (1,479,945) N/A
WCP 578 (1,555,862) 602 (1,138,992) 600 (1,261,229)
DC 585 (1,533,538) 588 (1,062,329) 579 (1,084,849)
WDC 598 (1,949,913) 610 (1,041,181) 601 (1,269,137)
tomcat
Unopt- FTO- ST-
8 (1,230) 8 (1,402) N/A
63 (4,746,687) 42 (3,119,436) 49 (3,337,291)
74 (6,711,435) 52 (3,442,567) 50 (3,628,421)
74 (6,701,028) 51 (3,409,871) 51 (3,620,883)
xalan
Table 7. Average races reported by various analyses for each evaluated program (excluding batik and luse-
arch, for which all analyses report no races). In each cell, the first value is statically distinct races (i.e., distinct
program locations) and the second value, in parentheses, is total dynamic races.
(Section 2.4). These two effects cancel out on average, leading to little or no average performance
difference between FTO-WCP and FTO-DC and between SmartTrack-WCP and SmartTrack-DC.
WDC analysis eliminates computing rule (b), achieving better performance than DC analysis at all
optimization levels.
SmartTrack thus enables running three kinds of predictive analysis, each offering a different
coverage–soundness tradeoff, with performance approaching HB analysis. Next, we evaluate the
predictive power of these analyses.
5.6 Predictable Race Coverage
Although our evaluation focuses on the performance of our optimizations, and prior work has
established thatWCP andDC analyses detect more races thanHB analysis [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer
et al. 2018], we have also evaluated how many races each analysis detects.
Table 7 reports how many races each analysis finds. For each cell, the second value (in paren-
theses) is total dynamic races reported, and the first value is statically distinct races. Two dynamic
races detected at the same static program location are the same statically unique race.
Comparing relations. In general, the results confirm that weaker relations find more races than
stronger relations. However, although the analyses get progressively more powerful from top to
bottom (e.g., every DC-race is a WDC-race), this relationship does not always hold empirically
for two reasons. First, run-to-run variation naturally affects repeatability. Appendix A (Table 11)
provides 95% confidence intervals for these results, showing that many of the differences involve
overlapping confidence intervals. Second, analyses have different performance characteristics that
may affect an execution’s timing and memory access interleaving, leading to different races occur-
ring.
Run-to-run variation can explain the unintuitive race results across relations for tomcat (i.e.,
for each algorithm, weaker relations do not always report more races), as the confidence intervals
in Table 11 in Appendix A show. The table reports one anomalous result for jython: FTO-WCP
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reports fewer races than expected; we would expect the race counts to fall between the race counts
of FTO-HB and FTO-DC. This result is statistically significant (Table 11). We are still investigating
the cause of this anomaly.
Prior work has shown the relative effectiveness of WCP and DC analyses by performing HB,
WCP, andDC analyses on the same observed trace [Kini et al. 2017; Roemer et al. 2018]. (Our results
often report many more races, especially dynamic races, than prior work’s results that used the
RoadRunner Vindicator implementation and the DaCapo benchmarks [Roemer et al. 2018]. These
differences occur because the prior work used default RoadRunner behavior that stops performing
analysis for a field after 100 dynamic races detected on the field, whereas our analyses disable that
behavior.)
The results do show that despite using a weaker relation than DC analysis, WDC analysis does
not on average report more races than DC analysis, which suggests that WDC analysis’s optimiza-
tion does not lead to false races in practice. In separate experiments with the Unopt-{DC, WDC}
w/G analyses, VindicateRace successfully vindicates every DC- and WDC-race detected across
10 trials, confirming every dynamic DC- and WDC-race is a true predictable race.
Comparing optimizations. For each relation, the different algorithms (Unopt-, FTO-, ST-) often
report comparable race counts, but sometimes the counts differ significantly. These differences
occur because of run-to-run variation and performance characteristics, but primarily for a third
reason: the different optimization levels have different behavior after they detect the first race,
affecting race counts by using different metadata (e.g., epochs vs. vector clocks) to update racing
accesses and detect future races (Section 5.1).
Thus for each relation, the differences between the algorithms (Unopt-, FTO-, ST-) are not a
reflection of race detection effectiveness across optimizations. Any extra races detected by one
algorithm are likely to be related to each other (e.g., extra races involve accesses to the same data
structure as accesses in races reported by all algorithms, or extra races may be dependent on
races reported by all algorithms), and thus not be of much use to programmers. Rather, the race
differences serve to show that the proposed optimizations and our implementations of them lead
to reasonable race detection results.
5.7 Summary
As the results show, prior work’s WCP and DC analyses are expensive, particularly for programs
that frequently access variables in critical sections. The SmartTrack-optimized WCP and DC anal-
yses improve run-time and memory performance by several times on average, achieving perfor-
mance comparable to HB analysis.
SmartTrack’s optimizations are effective across predictive analyses. SoundWCP analysis detects
fewer races than other predictive analyses and, in its unoptimized form, has the highest overhead.
SmartTrack-WCP provides performance on par with HB analysis and other predictive analyses. At
the other end of the coverage–soundness tradeoff, WDC analysis has the potential to detect the
most false races (although in practice it detects only true predictable races), and it has the lowest
overhead among predictive analyses.
Overall, the results show that predictive analyses can be practical data race detectors that are
competitive with standard highly optimized HB data race detectors.
6 RELATED WORK
This section considers prior work other than happens-before (HB) and partial-order-based predic-
tive analyses [Elmas et al. 2007; Flanagan and Freund 2009, 2017; Intel Corporation 2016; Kini et al.
2017; Luo et al. 2018; Pavlogiannis 2019; Pozniansky and Schuster 2007; Roemer and Bond 2016;
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Roemer et al. 2018; Serebryany and Iskhodzhanov 2009; Serebryany et al. 2012; Smaragdakis et al.
2012; Wood et al. 2017] (Section 2).
An alternative to partial-order-based predictive analysis is SMT-based approaches, which en-
code reordering constraints as SMT constraints [Chen et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2014; Huang and
Rajagopalan 2016; Liu et al. 2016; Said et al. 2011; Şerbănuţă et al. 2013]. However, the number of
SMT constraints and SMT solving time scale poorly with trace length, so these approaches analyze
bounded windows of execution, typically missing races that are more than a few thousand events
apart. Prior work shows that predictable races can be millions of events apart [Roemer et al. 2018].
An alternative to HB analysis is lockset analysis, which detects races that violate a lock set disci-
pline, but inherently reports false races [Choi et al. 2002; Dinning and Schonberg 1991; Nishiyama
2004; O’Callahan and Choi 2003; Savage et al. 1997; von Praun and Gross 2001]. Hybrid lockset–HB
lockset analyses typically incur the disadvantages of at least one approach [O’Callahan and Choi
2003; Pozniansky and Schuster 2007; Yu et al. 2005].
A sound, non-predictive alternative to HB analysis is analyses that detect or infer simultaneous
conflicting regions or accesses [Biswas et al. 2017, 2015; Effinger-Dean et al. 2012; Erickson et al.
2010; Sen 2008; Veeraraghavan et al. 2011].
Dynamic race detection analyses can target production runs by trading race coverage for perfor-
mance [Biswas et al. 2017; Bond et al. 2010; Erickson et al. 2010; Kasikci et al. 2013; Marino et al.
2009; Sheng et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2017] or using custom hardware [Devietti et al. 2012; Peng
et al. 2017; Segulja and Abdelrahman 2015; Wood et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2007].
Static analysis can detect all data races in all possible executions of a program [Engler and
Ashcraft 2003; Naik and Aiken 2007; Naik et al. 2006; Pratikakis et al. 2006; Voung et al. 2007], but
for real programs, it reports thousands of false races [Biswas et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2012].
Schedule exploration approaches execute programs multiple times using either systematic ex-
ploration (often called model checking) or using heuristics [Burckhardt et al. 2010; Cai and Cao
2015; Eslamimehr and Palsberg 2014; Henzinger et al. 2004; Huang 2015; Huang and Huang 2017;
Musuvathi and Qadeer 2007; Sen 2008]. Schedule exploration is complementary with predictive
analysis, which enables finding more races in each explored schedule.
7 CONCLUSION
The novel SmartTrack algorithm introduces optimizations that apply to a family of predictive
analyses, including the newly introduced WDC analysis, that offer different coverage–soundness
tradeoffs. As the evaluation showed, SmartTrack improves the performance of predictive analyses
significantly over prior work. Furthermore, the optimized predictive analyses achieve performance
competitive with widely used HB analysis, while detecting more races than HB analysis. These re-
sults suggest the potential for using SmartTrack-based predictive race detection analysis regularly
during in-house testing.
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A RESULTS WITH CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
Tables 8, 9, 10, and 11 show the same results as Tables 3, 5, 6, and 7, respectively, but with 95%
confidence intervals.
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HB Unopt-DC Unopt-WDC
Program FT2 FTO w/ G w/o G w/ G w/o G
avrora 4.2× ± 0.033× 4.2× ± 0.041× 26× ± 0.29× 22× ± 0.45× 23× ± 0.40× 20× ± 0.36×
batik 4.1× ± 0.075× 4.1× ± 0.082× 12× ± 0.13× 11× ± 0.16× 12× ± 0.22× 10× ± 0.17×
h2 8.8× ± 0.17× 8.8× ± 0.15× 77× ± 4.2× 77× ± 5.5× 77× ± 3.7× 73× ± 4.1×
jython 8.7× ± 0.30× 8.5× ± 0.21× 31× ± 0.88× 26× ± 0.70× 28× ± 0.84× 23× ± 0.50×
luindex 7.3× ± 0.45× 7.4× ± 0.37× 44× ± 2.3× 40× ± 2.0× 44× ± 2.5× 39× ± 2.1×
lusearch 12× ± 0.44× 12× ± 0.46× 33× ± 1.3× 32× ± 3.2× 32× ± 1.1× 30× ± 1.4×
pmd 5.7× ± 0.16× 5.8× ± 0.16× 15× ± 0.30× 14× ± 0.33× 15× ± 0.33× 14× ± 0.36×
sunflow 22× ± 1.1× 21× ± 1.2× 100× ± 9.5× 88× ± 2.1× 110× ± 12× 88× ± 2.4×
tomcat 4.4× ± 0.20× 4.3× ± 0.24× 14× ± 0.75× 14× ± 0.27× 9.4× ± 0.28× 12× ± 0.36×
xalan 4.7× ± 0.20× 4.6× ± 0.22× 58× ± 2.0× 44× ± 2.8× 51× ± 2.8× 40× ± 2.3×
geomean 7.1× 7.0× 32× 29× 30× 27×
Run time
HB Unopt-DC Unopt-WDC
Program FT2 FTO w/ G w/o G w/ G w/o G
avrora 4.5× ± 0.25× 4.6× ± 0.24× 72× ± 3.1× 41× ± 1.9× 72× ± 3.0× 37× ± 2.2×
batik 5.5× ± 0.18× 5.5× ± 0.14× 46× ± 1.5× 44× ± 2.7× 44× ± 1.1× 41× ± 3.3×
h2 3.1× ± 0.093× 3.1× ± 0.12× 57× ± 2.5× 55× ± 2.9× 57× ± 3.0× 53× ± 3.3×
jython 6.8× ± 0.31× 6.3× ± 0.12× 31× ± 0.83× 18× ± 0.75× 24× ± 0.28× 16× ± 0.60×
luindex 4.9× ± 0.30× 4.9× ± 0.31× 65× ± 4.4× 51× ± 3.5× 65× ± 4.1× 50× ± 3.3×
lusearch 8.8× ± 0.39× 8.1× ± 0.36× 13× ± 0.37× 12× ± 0.33× 13× ± 0.30× 12× ± 0.20×
pmd 2.5× ± 0.14× 2.7× ± 0.17× 13× ± 0.30× 11× ± 0.20× 13× ± 0.33× 11× ± 0.28×
sunflow 8.2× ± 0.090× 8.2× ± 0.064× 26× ± 0.68× 24× ± 0.35× 26× ± 0.87× 24× ± 0.41×
tomcat 2.7× ± 0.030× 2.7× ± 0.041× 24× ± 0.80× 27× ± 1.7× 22× ± 0.97× 27× ± 1.2×
xalan 6.7× ± 0.083× 6.7× ± 0.080× 61× ± 0.84× 48× ± 2.0× 57× ± 1.5× 48× ± 0.93×
geomean 4.9× 4.9× 34× 29× 33× 28×
Memory usage
Table 8. Run time and memory performance for FastTrack-based HB analyses and for unoptimized DC and
WDC analyses, relative to uninstrumented execution, with 95% confidence intervals.
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Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 18× ± 0.53× 4.2× ± 0.041× N/A
WCP 24× ± 0.35× 8.5× ± 0.11× 6.5× ± 0.066×
DC 22× ± 0.45× 9.0× ± 0.11× 7.0× ± 0.11×
WDC 20× ± 0.36× 6.7× ± 0.11× 5.0× ± 0.088×
avrora
Unopt- FTO- ST-
8.1× ± 0.081× 4.1× ± 0.082× N/A
13× ± 0.26× 7.0× ± 0.15× 4.7× ± 0.092×
11× ± 0.16× 7.1× ± 0.12× 4.7× ± 0.088×
10× ± 0.17× 7.1× ± 0.081× 4.7× ± 0.044×
batik
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 32× ± 1.1× 8.8× ± 0.15× N/A
WCP 79× ± 6.0× 60× ± 4.8× 12× ± 0.34×
DC 77× ± 5.5× 60× ± 5.2× 11× ± 0.36×
WDC 73× ± 4.1× 57× ± 5.3× 11× ± 0.14×
h2
Unopt- FTO- ST-
23× ± 0.38× 8.5× ± 0.21× N/A
33× ± 1.1× 11× ± 0.24× 12× ± 0.37×
26× ± 0.70× 11× ± 0.24× 12× ± 0.34×
23× ± 0.50× 8.7× ± 0.19× 9.4× ± 0.39×
jython
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 28× ± 1.3× 7.4× ± 0.37× N/A
WCP 47× ± 2.5× 24× ± 1.3× 8.8× ± 0.52×
DC 40× ± 2.0× 23× ± 1.2× 8.6× ± 0.49×
WDC 39× ± 2.1× 23× ± 1.2× 8.4× ± 0.52×
luindex
Unopt- FTO- ST-
30× ± 2.3× 12× ± 0.46× N/A
40× ± 3.3× 15× ± 0.53× 14× ± 0.44×
32× ± 3.2× 16× ± 0.59× 15× ± 0.66×
30× ± 1.4× 14× ± 0.44× 13× ± 0.42×
lusearch
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 13× ± 0.27× 5.8× ± 0.16× N/A
WCP 16× ± 0.50× 6.0× ± 0.15× 6.9× ± 0.12×
DC 14× ± 0.33× 6.0× ± 0.12× 7.0× ± 0.16×
WDC 14× ± 0.36× 5.9× ± 0.16× 6.8× ± 0.15×
pmd
Unopt- FTO- ST-
89× ± 2.6× 21× ± 1.2× N/A
110× ± 3.2× 23× ± 1.1× 24× ± 1.5×
88× ± 2.1× 22× ± 1.1× 24× ± 1.2×
88× ± 2.4× 23× ± 0.96× 25× ± 1.1×
sunflow
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 11× ± 0.36× 4.3× ± 0.24× N/A
WCP 15× ± 0.59× 6.4× ± 0.31× 7.4× ± 0.62×
DC 14× ± 0.27× 7.8× ± 0.27× 8.1× ± 0.37×
WDC 12× ± 0.36× 4.7× ± 0.29× 5.9× ± 0.38×
tomcat
Unopt- FTO- ST-
16× ± 2.5× 4.6× ± 0.22× N/A
48× ± 3.0× 29× ± 1.5× 8.2× ± 0.34×
44× ± 2.8× 29× ± 1.7× 8.7× ± 0.32×
40× ± 2.3× 27× ± 0.98× 5.9× ± 0.29×
xalan
Table 9. Run time, relative to uninstrumented execution, of various analyses for each evaluated program
with 95% confidence intervals.
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Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 32× ± 1.4× 4.6× ± 0.24× N/A
WCP 99× ± 3.9× 13× ± 0.65× 9.1× ± 0.46×
DC 41× ± 1.9× 13× ± 0.64× 8.4× ± 0.44×
WDC 37× ± 2.2× 9.7× ± 0.47× 5.9× ± 0.28×
avrora
Unopt- FTO- ST-
30× ± 0.76× 5.5× ± 0.14× N/A
50× ± 2.3× 14× ± 0.38× 11× ± 0.32×
44× ± 2.7× 14× ± 0.46× 11× ± 0.29×
41× ± 3.3× 14× ± 0.57× 11× ± 0.30×
batik
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 17× ± 1.2× 3.1× ± 0.12× N/A
WCP 63× ± 1.5× 42× ± 2.2× 7.9× ± 0.22×
DC 55× ± 2.9× 41× ± 2.1× 7.9× ± 0.28×
WDC 53× ± 3.3× 40× ± 2.7× 7.3× ± 0.26×
h2
Unopt- FTO- ST-
22× ± 0.47× 6.3× ± 0.12× N/A
20× ± 0.80× 12× ± 0.39× 15× ± 0.68×
18× ± 0.75× 13× ± 0.22× 15× ± 0.93×
16× ± 0.60× 9.0× ± 0.20× 12× ± 0.37×
jython
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 34× ± 2.2× 4.9× ± 0.31× N/A
WCP 71× ± 4.5× 24× ± 1.5× 9.0× ± 0.98×
DC 51× ± 3.5× 24× ± 1.5× 9.8× ± 1.2×
WDC 50× ± 3.3× 24× ± 1.6× 8.1× ± 0.52×
luindex
Unopt- FTO- ST-
11× ± 0.31× 8.1× ± 0.36× N/A
16× ± 0.68× 9.4× ± 0.36× 9.4× ± 0.32×
12× ± 0.33× 9.4× ± 0.29× 10× ± 0.35×
12× ± 0.20× 9.4× ± 0.30× 9.4× ± 0.20×
lusearch
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 11× ± 0.38× 2.7× ± 0.17× N/A
WCP 17× ± 0.71× 2.9× ± 0.19× 4.9× ± 0.13×
DC 11× ± 0.20× 2.9× ± 0.17× 5.1× ± 0.17×
WDC 11× ± 0.28× 2.7× ± 0.17× 4.9× ± 0.19×
pmd
Unopt- FTO- ST-
23× ± 0.87× 8.2× ± 0.064× N/A
54× ± 1.3× 9.0× ± 0.083× 38× ± 0.28×
24× ± 0.35× 9.0× ± 0.065× 38× ± 0.27×
24× ± 0.41× 9.0× ± 0.063× 38× ± 0.24×
sunflow
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 27× ± 1.3× 2.7× ± 0.041× N/A
WCP 35× ± 1.3× 6.1× ± 0.52× 7.8× ± 0.71×
DC 27× ± 1.7× 8.2× ± 0.36× 9.2× ± 0.13×
WDC 27× ± 1.2× 3.9× ± 0.23× 5.5× ± 0.17×
tomcat
Unopt- FTO- ST-
22× ± 0.85× 6.7× ± 0.080× N/A
57× ± 2.2× 31× ± 1.2× 18× ± 0.87×
48× ± 2.0× 30× ± 0.89× 18× ± 0.49×
48× ± 0.93× 28× ± 0.86× 13× ± 0.52×
xalan
Table 10. Memory usage, relative to uninstrumented execution, of various analyses for each evaluated pro-
gram with 95% confidence intervals.
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Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 6 ± 0 (425,515 ± 1,885) 6 ± 0 (407,783 ± 428) N/A
WCP 6 ± 0 (423,457 ± 553) 6 ± 0 (404,826 ± 148) 6 ± 0 (406,667 ± 233)
DC 6 ± 0 (443,207 ± 584) 6 ± 0 (404,260 ± 325) 6 ± 0 (407,104 ± 102)
WDC 6 ± 0 (441,420 ± 615) 6 ± 0.2 (406,348 ± 125) 6 ± 0 (408,677 ± 218)
avrora
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 13 ± 0.2 (83,739 ± 156) 13 ± 0.2 (51,472 ± 2,499) N/A
WCP 13 ± 0.3 (83,926 ± 130) 13 ± 0.3 (79,543 ± 236) 13 ± 0.2 (68,714 ± 4,274)
DC 13 ± 0 (84,442 ± 196) 13 ± 0 (79,966 ± 140) 13 ± 0 (71,201 ± 4,168)
WDC 13 ± 0 (84,153 ± 296) 13 ± 0 (79,934 ± 119) 13 ± 0 (56,735 ± 3,210)
h2
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 21 ± 1 (22 ± 2) 24 ± 1 (26 ± 1) N/A
WCP 22 ± 0 (25 ± 0.3) 19 ± 0.3 (19 ± 0.5) 23 ± 2 (24 ± 2)
DC 31 ± 0 (35 ± 0) 27 ± 0 (29 ± 0) 29 ± 1 (32 ± 1)
WDC 31 ± 0 (35 ± 0) 28 ± 1 (30 ± 1) 29 ± 1 (32 ± 1)
jython
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0) 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0) N/A
WCP 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0) 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0) 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0)
DC 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0) 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0) 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0)
WDC 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0) 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0) 1 ± 0 (1 ± 0)
luindex
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 6 ± 0 (203 ± 57) 18 ± 0 (1,612 ± 90) N/A
WCP 6 ± 0 (147 ± 17) 18 ± 0 (1,552 ± 51) 18 ± 0 (1,679 ± 97)
DC 10 ± 0 (1,391 ± 137) 18 ± 0 (3,095 ± 71) 18 ± 0 (3,173 ± 99)
WDC 10 ± 0 (1,376 ± 156) 18 ± 0 (2,982 ± 83) 18 ± 0 (3,085 ± 92)
pmd
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 6 ± 0 (32 ± 3) 6 ± 0 (28 ± 1) N/A
WCP 18 ± 0 (153 ± 4) 18 ± 0 (112 ± 4) 19 ± 0 (136 ± 1)
DC 19 ± 0 (417 ± 38) 19 ± 0 (225 ± 14) 19 ± 0 (236 ± 4)
WDC 19 ± 0 (345 ± 81) 19 ± 0 (231 ± 6) 19 ± 0 (234 ± 2)
sunflow
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 585 ± 19 (2,043,203 ± 233,462) 597 ± 4 (1,479,945 ± 351,609) N/A
WCP 578 ± 17 (1,555,862 ± 109,775) 602 ± 16 (1,138,992 ± 21,753) 600 ± 14 (1,261,229 ± 168,878)
DC 585 ± 6 (1,533,538 ± 109,296) 588 ± 19 (1,062,329 ± 17,645) 579 ± 19 (1,084,849 ± 19,396)
WDC 598 ± 22 (1,949,913 ± 123,875) 610 ± 10 (1,041,181 ± 81,077) 601 ± 3 (1,269,137 ± 292,262)
tomcat
Unopt- FTO- ST-
HB 8 ± 0 (1,230 ± 23) 8 ± 0 (1,402 ± 0) N/A
WCP 63 ± 0 (4,746,687 ± 35,989) 42 ± 0.9 (3,119,436 ± 3,338) 49 ± 0 (3,337,291 ± 2,587)
DC 74 ± 0.2 (6,711,435 ± 6,996) 52 ± 0.4 (3,442,567 ± 6,707) 50 ± 0.4 (3,628,421 ± 2,345)
WDC 74 ± 0.6 (6,701,028 ± 8,132) 51 ± 0.8 (3,409,871 ± 8,701) 51 ± 1 (3,620,883 ± 1,884)
xalan
Table 11. Average races reported by various analyses for each evaluated program (excluding batik and luse-
arch, for which all analyses report no races). In each cell, the first value is statically distinct races (i.e., distinct
program locations), and the second value, in parentheses, is total dynamic races, both with 95% confidence
intervals.
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B SMARTTRACK RUN-TIME CHARACTERISTICS
Table 12 reports frequencies of each FTO case for SmartTrack-WDC analysis, averaged over the 10
trials. The Total column counts the non-same-epoch reads and writes, i.e., all read and write events
that do not take [Read Same Epoch], [Shared Same Epoch], or [Write Same Epoch] cases. Each value
in the remaining columns represents, for a specific read or write case, the percentage of the total
non-same-epoch reads or writes, respectively.
Event Owned Unowned
type Total Excl Shared Excl Share Shared
avrora
Read 94 M 42.2% 53.9% 1.79% 1.11% 0.935%
Write 44 M 98.0% N/A 0.369% N/A 1.68%
batik
Read 3.2 M 100% — 0.00692% <0.001% —
Write 2.4 M 100% N/A — N/A <0.001%
h2
Read 250 M 83.6% 7.56% 8.30% 0.197% 0.359%
Write 46 M 99.1% N/A 0.260% N/A 0.681%
jython
Read 110 M 95.3% 4.66% — <0.001% —
Write 28 M 100% N/A <0.001% N/A <0.001%
luindex
Read 27 M 100% <0.001% <0.001% <0.001% —
Write 13 M 100% N/A <0.001% N/A <0.001%
lusearch
Read 110 M 96.1% 3.93% <0.001% <0.001% <0.001%
Write 28 M 100% N/A — N/A <0.001%
pmd
Read 7.4 M 98.0% 1.61% 0.114% 0.152% 0.0795%
Write 0.49 M 98.5% N/A 0.00163% N/A 1.52%
sunflow
Read 2.5 M 4.05% 70.2% 5.81% 3.24% 16.7%
Write 0.96 M 100% N/A <0.001% N/A 0.0163%
tomcat
Read 5.7 M 35.9% 50.0% 4.18% 8.02% 1.88%
Write 4.4 M 38.7% N/A 51.2% N/A 10.1%
xalan
Read 190 M 82.9% 17.0% 0.0713% 0.0188% 0.0154%
Write 40 M 89.9% N/A 10.1% N/A 0.0758%
Table 12. Frequencies of non-same-epoch reads andwrites for SmartTrack-WDC, for each evaluated program.
